
 

PRIVACY STATEMENT OF SEAMCOR LTD  

General Information 

Through its service, Seamcor will process privacy-sensitive or personal data. Seamcor respects the privacy of 
its customers and relations and observes due care in processing, protecting and securing personal data. Your 
personal data will not be sold or traded, nor shared with organizations or individuals that are not related to 
the services of Seamcor in any way. 

Purpose 

If you use the services of Seamcor or if you have contacted Seamcor, for example by sending an email or by 
filling out the contact form on the website of Seamcor, Seamcor will save the personal data provided by you. 
Seamcor only saves and processes the personal data as provided by you. 

Seamcor will use your personal data to provide the best service possible. Your personal data will solely be 
used for this purpose. Your personal data will not be shared with third parties without your written consent, 
unless it is necessary for the execution of the agreement you concluded with Seamcor or if this is required by 
law. 

Your personal data will be kept for as long as is needed in the opinion of Seamcor, in view of the nature of the 
contact between you and Seamcor. This will be done in accordance with applicable legislation in the specific 
jurisdiction.  

Cookies 

Seamcor collects data for research to better understand our customers so that we can continuously improve 
our products and services. 

Seamcor uses Google Analytics on its website. Analytics cookies are used to collect data. Collected data is used 
to map and analyse website use, with the goal of improving the quality and/or effectiveness of the website. 

If you are opposed to the website storing cookies on your computer or peripheral devices, you can always 
adjust your browser settings. These proceedings however only affect that device and browser. In the event that 
you use additional computers and/or browsers, you will need to repeat this process as many times as necessary. 

Inspection and modification of personal data 

You can always contact us if you have any questions regarding this statement or wish to review, modify or 
delete your personal data by sending an email to accounts@seamcor.com.   

Modification of this statement 

Seamcor reserves the right to modify this privacy statement and recommends that you review this statement 
on a regular basis. 
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